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Rumble in the Concrete Jungle: Professional Bull Riding Takes Over Times Square 

by Bianca Male 

New Yorkers often pride themselves on being unfaze-able. We deign to bat an eye at the 

errant celebrity filming a movie on our street, the homeless man ranting in the subway, or the 

musician playing guitar in his skivvies in the middle of Times Square. 

 But, last Friday, even the most jaded New Yorker would have stopped and stared at the 

strange scene unfolding at 42nd Street and Broadway. Within the confines of a makeshift stadium 

in the middle of the street, ten big-horned bulls stomped and tossed their heads, and ten real-life 

cowboys strutted proudly onto the dirt.  

Professional Bull Riding, that decidedly Southern tradition, had come to the big city. 

Amidst all the automobile and pedestrian traffic, surrounded by soaring skyscrapers and 

neon billboards, the top ten bull riders in the world scoped out their horned opponents. As the 

last event before the World Finals in Las Vegas, the Times Square competition was a chance for 

these riders to add extra points to their scores and boost their standings going into the 

championship.  

Although the skies threatened rain and the action wasn’t slated to begin until 1pm, a 

curious crowd began forming around the sizable dirt ring well before noon. Some were clearly 

familiar with the bull riding circuit; the most avid fans waved signs emblazoned with 

declarations of love for their favorite riders as they pressed against the steel blockades to get 

closer to their heroes.  

Behind the ring, it was an entirely different scene: the riders were calm and casual, all 

dressed in the rodeo uniform of boots, denim, and facial scruff. They laughed with one another, 
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and, for the most part, appeared to actively ignore the palpable electricity of anticipation that had 

taken over the rest of Times Square.  

“When I get in the buckin’ chute, I try to tune everything out,” said J.B. Mauney, the 

number-two bull rider in the world. “It’s like going to a job: you don’t think about it, you just 

walk in and sit down at your desk. Sort of.” 

At one o’clock sharp, with the clang of the opening gate, the first duo were released into 

the stadium. Thrashing, frothing, and mad as hell, the bull, Bandalero, whirled around the center 

of the ring to free himself of his rider, Silvano Alves. Alves rocked back and forth to the rhythm 

of his ferocious partner, one arm raised above his head, the other straining to hold tight to the 

rope, and his body jerking violently with every buck. After six seconds, he lost his hold. With 

one last fling of Bandalero’s massive hindquarters, Alves flew through the air, coming to a hard 

landing in the dirt before scrambling out from beneath his opponent’s hooves. Triumphant, 

Bandalero tossed his head and snorted once before galloping back into his pen. 

Many in the audience, who had presumably never witnessed a live bull ride, reacted 

viscerally to the violent exhibition. Clenched fists, covered mouths, and, for at least one woman, 

shrill shrieks were standard responses during the wild rides. Understandably so: seeing the 

spectacle of the outrageous match-up – man versus terrifying beast – was a bit like watching a 

car accident; it was gruesome, brutal, and slightly wrong, but no one could tear their eyes away. 

This dance continued for eight more rounds, and only four riders managed to stay on for 

the eight seconds required to win points: Travis Briscoe, ranked eighth; Mike Lee, ranked sixth; 

Valdiron De Oliveira, ranked fourth, and Mauney, in second place. 

In the last round, reigning champion, crowd favorite, and current season frontrunner 

Austin Meier took to the stage. Meier was going in to Times Square with a unique challenge. For 
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the past two weeks, he had been paired against El Presidente, an especially tough bull, and he 

had been defeated both times. His match-up today? El Presidente, once again. 

Meier, who learned last week that he was going to be facing this bull for a third time, was 

mentally prepared. “Three weeks in a row, the toughest bull that’s been in these rounds… it’s 

kinda like ‘Alright, that’s the way it is,’” he said afterwards, laughing. “You gotta do what you 

gotta do and make the game happen your way.” 

With his jaw clenched and body tense, Meier put in a valiant fight; he stayed on for eight 

grueling seconds – most of which were spent half-way off the bull, clinging to the rope while 

perpendicular to the ground. Although not the prettiest ride, it was enough to earn him a few 

bonus points. And, more importantly, he had beaten his unbeatable bull. Meier gleefully galloped 

around the stadium, pointing to the championship ring on his finger before kneeling in the dirt 

and bowing his head in thanks. 

But his victory celebration was cut short when the judges suddenly called for a replay; 

they thought they had seen Meier’s hand touch his bull’s hindquarters – a major foul – during the 

last second of the ride. The audience grew quiet as Meier stood motionless, arms crossed, until 

the verdict was announced: it was, indeed, a “slap.” Meier was disqualified from the round.  

With the frontrunner scoreless, the outlooks for the other riders going into the finals 

improved significantly. Mauney, in particular, was pleased – the points he earned in Times 

Square cut the distance between him and first-place by half, leaving him only 241 points away 

from the title of champion. “I didn’t have one of the hardest bulls to ride around… but it worked 

out for the better,” he grinned after the event. 

“This is a tough man’s sport for sure,” Meier shrugged. “It’s hard on your body; it’s hard 

on your mind.” Although clearly pained by his misstep, he was already looking towards Las 
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Vegas: “I’m really tickled that I’m going into the finals in the lead, and I dang sure wanna do 

what I can to walk out of the finals in the lead.” 

No matter how the cowboys rode, they all attested to the novelty and excitement of riding 

in the middle of a New York City street. “It’s pretty amazing riding here – it’s not every day we 

get on bulls where taxicabs are flying by,” said Shane Procter, who is ranked eleventh in the 

world but was able to come to Times Square because one of the other top ten was out with an 

injury. “To have our highlights going up on all the –” at this, he looked up and pointed at the 

circle of neon-lit skyscrapers surrounding the ring “– on everything around here, it’s pretty cool.” 

Others were thrilled by the unique enthusiasm of fans above the Mason-Dixon line. 

“They just love it, the whole thing,” Mauney said. “It doesn’t matter if you do good or bad, they 

still love it. It pumps you up when you hear people hollerin’ like that. It makes you want to do 

better.” 

The World Finals will take place in Las Vegas from October 20th through the 24th. The 

winner of that event will win $250,000, while the overall season champion will take home $1 

million and a pick-up truck from the series’ sponsor, Ford. 


